
The design of legal services to a more customer-friendly approach brought Dottir Attorneys Fennia Prize Grand 
Prix of € 15,000.

Legal Design, combining strategic design with legal expertise, is the first ever service concept that has brought 

Fennia Prize Grand Prix in the Fennia Prize design competition, aimed at companies. In practice, Dottir's Legal 

Design is an approach that uses design methods such as multidisciplinarity and customer-orientation in solving 

various legal challenges. This results in user-friendlier and more understandable legal services.

Fennia Prize is one of Finland's most prominent design competitions. It is arranged by Design Forum Finland, 

Fennia Group, Elo and the Finnish Patent and Registration Office. The competition awards companies and organ-

isations that use design strategically in their business operations. This can become evident in many different ways 

through products, services or business concepts, for example.

“Fennia Prize design competition traces its origin to Pro Finnish Design, a competition arranged by Design Forum 

Finland and established in 1990,” says Design Forum Finland's CEO Petteri Kolinen. “The design competition has 

received its name and current shape under the cooperation with Fennia, which started 30 years ago. The themes and 

program of the competition are a natural part of Design Forum Finland's present-day focus where we aim at enhanc-

ing the international competitiveness of Finnish companies with the strategic use of design. In the course of time, 

Fennia Prize has become one of Finland's most prominent design competitions and the only one where companies in 

particular are awarded for using design in a broad sense. Several international researches emphasise the impact of 

strategic design on companies' success and Fennia Prize with its current themes is more topical than ever.”
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In addition to Fennia Prize Grand Prix, four Fennia Prize Winner prizes of € 5,000 each are awarded. The receivers 

are Planmeca Oy for Planmeca Viso G5 imaging unit, the Swedish RideCake for RideCake electric light motorcycle, 

City of Turku for city guide system concept and pilot, and Woodio Oy for wood composite washbasins.

The following eleven companies receive a Fennia Prize Honourable Mention: Charlie Care Oy (Charlie Collar dog 

collar), Fiskars Finland Oy Ab (Fiskars Norden axe), Hamari Auditorium Furniture Solutions Oy (Mono auditorium 

chair), Hive Helsinki Foundation (Hive coding school), Konecranes Global Oy (S-Series overhead cranes), Lou-
pedeck (Loupedeck Creative Tool), Merivaara (Practico operating table), Planmeca Oy (Planmeca Solanna Vision 

dental operating light), Tampereen Raitiotie Oy (Tampere Tramway), Tarvas (Tarvas Explorer shoes) and Vieser 
Oy (design drain cover).

The Finnish Patent and Registration Office also gives out the IPR Excellence prize for the commendable protec-

tion of intellectual property rights ( IPR ). In 2020 the prize is awarded to two companies, Konecranes Global Oy 

for the patents and model rights of the C-Series hoists and S-Series overhead cranes, and for Woodio Oy for the 

patents and trademark rights of its wood composite washbasins.

The members of the competition jury of 2020 were Hanna Länsivuori from Fennia, Guy Julier from Aalto Univer-

sity, Anna Lauttamus-Kauppila from the Finnish Patent and Registration Office, Mikko Koivisto from Helen, Antti 

Mäkelä from design agency Aivan, Maria Sipilä from Sipilä Consulting Oy, Riikka Iivanainen from Aalto University, 

and Petteri Kolinen from Design Forum Finland as the chairperson of the jury.

Hanna Länsivuori, Chief Customer experience, Communication and Marketing Officer at Fennia, underlines the 

importance of design as a success factor: “According to researches, design has a strong impact on the success and 

competitiveness of enterprises. We have awarded and supported Finnish strategic design for 30 years now through 

the Fennia Prize competition. The renewed Fennia brand is also constructed with the means of design. We wish to 

promote and support designing Finnish companies and people's quality of life in a sustainable and progressive way. 

We particularly invest in designing our own organizational culture, as only a contented personnel is able to produce 

the best customer experience.”

Fennia Prize 20 is a part of the new Design Forum Finland Awards concept, which also includes Design Forum 

Finland's other prizes, Kaj Franck Design Prize and Young Designer of the Year. Design Forum Finland Awards 

exhibition opens for the public at the Exhibition Centre WeeGee in Espoo 19 August 2020 and is open until 6 

September 2020.

More information:
Design Forum Finland, Communications Specialist Anne Veinola

anne.veinola@designforum.fi, +358 (0)40 548 6407

More information about the competition and all the awarded companies:

https://www.designforum.fi/en/prizes/fenniaprize/fennia-prize-20-stand-out-with-strategic-design-competence/

Press images are downloadable at: https://www.designforum.fi/en/media/
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